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1 Introduction

Recently, a lot of work has been done in web usage mining [2]. Among them, min-
ing of frequent Web Access Pattern (WAP) is the most well researched issue[1].
The idea is to transform web logs into sequences of events with user identifica-
tions and timestamps, and then extract association and sequential patterns from
the events data with certain metrics. The frequent WAPs have been applied to
a wide range of applications such as personalization, system improvement, site
modification, business intelligence, and usage characterization [2]. However, most
of the existing techniques focus only on mining frequent WAP from snapshot
web usage data, while web usage data is dynamic in real life. While the frequent
WAPs are useful in many applications, knowledge hidden behind the historical
changes of web usage data, which reflects how WAPs change, is also critical to
many applications such as adaptive web, web site maintenance, business intelli-
gence, etc.

In this paper, we propose a novel approach to discover hidden knowledge
from historical changes to WAPs. Rather than focusing on the occurrence of
the WAPs, we focus on the frequently changing web access patterns. We de-
fine a novel type of knowledge, Frequent Mutating WAP (FM-WAP), based on
the historical changes of WAPs. The FM-WAP mining process consists of three
phases. Firstly, web usage data is represented as a set of WAP trees and par-
titioned into a sequence of WAP groups ( subsets of the WAP trees) according
to a user-defined calendar pattern, where each WAP group is represented as a
WAP forest. Consequently, the log data is represented by a sequence of WAP
forests called WAP history. Then, changes among the WAP history are detected
and stored in the global forest. Finally, the FM-WAP is extracted by a traversal
of the global forest. Extensive experiments show that our proposed approach can
produce novel knowledge of web access patterns efficiently with good scalability.

2 FM-WAP Mining

Given a WAP forests sequence, to measure the significance and frequency of
the changes to the support of the WAPs, two metrics, S-value and F-value, are
proposed. Formally, they are defined as follows.
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Definition (S-Value) Let Fwi and Fw(i+1) be two WAP forests in the WAP
history. Let Twk be a subtree of Fwi, Tw(k+1) be the new version of Twk in
Fw(i+1). Then the S-value of Twi is defined as

Si(Twi) =
|support(Tw(k+1)) − support(Twk)|

max(support(Twk), support(Tw(k+1)))

Given a threshold α for S-value, a WAP tree Twi changed significantly from
Fwi to Fw(i+1) if Si ≥ α.

Here support(Tw(k+1)) denotes the support values of Tw(k+1) in WAP forest
Fw(i+1). S-value is defined to represent the significance of changes to the support
values of a WAP in two consecutive WAP forests. Given a WAP forest sequence,
there will be a sequence of S-values for a specific WAP tree. It can be observed
that S-value is between 0 and 1. A larger S-value implies a more significant
change.
Definition (F-Value) Let H be a WAP history and 〈Fw1, Fw2, · · ·, Fwn 〉. Let
〈S1(Twk), S2(Twk), · · · , Sn−1(Twk)〉 be the sequence of S-values of Twk ∈ Fwj , for
1 ≤ j ≤ n. Let α be the threshold for the S-value. Then the F-value for Twk is

defined as: F(Twk, α) =
∑

n

i=1
fi

n , where fi = 1, if Si(Twk) ≥ α; else fi =0.
The F-value for a tree is defined to represent the percentage of times this

tree changed significantly against the total number of WAP forests in the history.
The F-value is based on the threshold α for S-value. It can also be observed that
F-value is between 0 and 1. Based on the S-value and F-value metrics, frequently
mutating web access pattern(FM-WAP) is defined as following.
Definition (FM-WAP) Let H be a WAP history and 〈Fw1, Fw2, · · ·, Fwn 〉.
Let α and β be the thresholds for the S-value and F-value respectively. Then a
WAP tree Twj ∈ Fwm, where 1 ≤ m ≤ n, is a FM-WAP if F (Twj , α) ≥ β.

FM-WAPs represent the access patterns that change significantly and fre-
quently (specified by α and β). FM-WAPs can be frequent or infrequent ac-
cording to existing WAP mining definitions [1]. The difference between frequent
WAPs in [1] and the FM-WAPs is that frequent WAPs are defined based on
the occurrence of WAPs in the web log data; while FM-WAPs are defined based
on the change patterns of web log data. The problem of FM-WAP mining is
defined as follows. Given a collection of web usage data, FM-WAP mining is to
extract all the FM-WAPs with the user-defined calendar pattern and thresholds
of S-value and F-value.

3 Experimental Results

In the experiments, four synthetic datasets generated by using a tree generator
program and a real dataset downloaded from http://ita.ee.lbl.gov /html/contrib/
Sask-HTTP.html are used. Figures 1 (a) and (b) show the scalability of our
algorithm by varying the size and number of WAP forests. Figure 1 (c) shows
that FM-WAP is novel knowledge by comparing with the frequent WAP mining
results using WAP-mine[1]. It has been observed and verified that not all FM-
WAPs are frequent WAPs and not all frequent WAPs are FM-WAPs.
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(a) Size of WAP forests
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(b) No. of WAP forests
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(c) Infrequent FM-WAP

Fig. 1. Experiment Results

4 Conclusion

In this paper, we present a novel approach to extract hidden knowledge from the
history of changes to WAPs. Using our proposed data structure, our algorithm
can discover the FM-WAPs efficiently with good scalability as verified by the
experimental results.
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